1. Introduction {#sec1-ijerph-16-03538}
===============

The retail food environment (RFE) is the distribution of food access and defines the context for purchasing decisions \[[@B1-ijerph-16-03538]\]. The RFE plays an important role in creating supportive environmental contexts needed for improving population-level dietary patterns and diet-related health outcomes (e.g., obesity) \[[@B1-ijerph-16-03538],[@B2-ijerph-16-03538]\]. Moreover, the influence of the RFE may be shaped by social environmental factors (e.g., socioeconomic status) \[[@B2-ijerph-16-03538],[@B3-ijerph-16-03538]\]. Therefore, there is a need to create healthier and more equitable food environments to improve dietary patterns at the population level \[[@B4-ijerph-16-03538]\].

Recent systematic reviews have compiled evidence on the role of the RFE in relation to diet \[[@B5-ijerph-16-03538]\] and diet-related health outcomes \[[@B6-ijerph-16-03538],[@B7-ijerph-16-03538]\]. Yet, the resulting evidence on this relationship is mixed, partially because of heterogeneity in the assessment of the exposure, as different studies have used diverse measures to characterize the RFE \[[@B8-ijerph-16-03538],[@B9-ijerph-16-03538],[@B10-ijerph-16-03538],[@B11-ijerph-16-03538],[@B12-ijerph-16-03538]\]. Studies often rely upon food outlet data either retrieved from ground truthing or from secondary data sources. Ground truthing, the systematic surveying of a territory to identify food outlets, is the 'gold standard' for measuring the RFE, but is resource intensive \[[@B9-ijerph-16-03538],[@B10-ijerph-16-03538],[@B11-ijerph-16-03538],[@B13-ijerph-16-03538]\]. Thus, research has relied upon secondary data (collected for other purposes that include food outlet location and activity information) as an easier and more accessible method to assess the RFE. These secondary data can be also useful for planning and policy evaluation purposes \[[@B14-ijerph-16-03538]\]. Yet, data quality presents an important challenge for food environment research \[[@B15-ijerph-16-03538]\].

While most US-based studies have relied on commercial data sources (e.g., InfoUSA) \[[@B15-ijerph-16-03538]\], researchers in the UK have used both commercial (e.g., Yellow Pages^®^) and administrative (e.g., local councils' environmental health departments) data sources \[[@B16-ijerph-16-03538]\]. In both settings, administrative records have been more accurate compared to commercial datasets \[[@B16-ijerph-16-03538],[@B17-ijerph-16-03538],[@B18-ijerph-16-03538]\]. Research on the retail food environment in other settings, such as Canada \[[@B19-ijerph-16-03538],[@B20-ijerph-16-03538],[@B21-ijerph-16-03538]\] or Australia \[[@B22-ijerph-16-03538],[@B23-ijerph-16-03538]\], is also rapidly expanding. This said, retail food environments outside Anglo-Saxon contexts remain understudied. This is important because Southern European settings may face unique food environment issues \[[@B24-ijerph-16-03538],[@B25-ijerph-16-03538],[@B26-ijerph-16-03538],[@B27-ijerph-16-03538],[@B28-ijerph-16-03538]\]. As compared to Anglo-Saxon settings (like the US), the market share concentration of food retailing activity in Southern European settings has been low \[[@B25-ijerph-16-03538]\]. Although supermarkets are increasingly replacing traditional small grocers (e.g., fishmongers), residents continue to shop at small specialized outlets to buy fresh food products \[[@B3-ijerph-16-03538],[@B29-ijerph-16-03538],[@B30-ijerph-16-03538]\]. Yet, these small specialized outlets are less likely to be included in commercial datasets \[[@B31-ijerph-16-03538],[@B32-ijerph-16-03538],[@B33-ijerph-16-03538]\]. Moreover, the concentration of food stores per resident is three times higher in Southern Europe (e.g., Spain) than in the UK \[[@B25-ijerph-16-03538]\].

Furthermore, previous studies have suggested that the accuracy of secondary data sources may systematically differ across area-level socioeconomic status or urban form \[[@B15-ijerph-16-03538],[@B34-ijerph-16-03538],[@B35-ijerph-16-03538]\]. These potential differences are key to consider, as they may introduce systematic biases in RFE studies \[[@B8-ijerph-16-03538]\]. In Madrid, previous research has shown that the RFE varied by neighborhood-level socioeconomic status \[[@B3-ijerph-16-03538]\]. In Copenhagen, another study found no disparities in the RFE regarding socioeconomic nor demographic factors \[[@B29-ijerph-16-03538]\]. Both studies used municipal datasets following the standardized statistical classification of economic activities used in the European Union (NACE) \[[@B36-ijerph-16-03538]\]. In their systematic review, Fleischhacker et al. suggested validating administrative registries on a case by case basis before using them for research purposes \[[@B15-ijerph-16-03538]\]. Yet, little is known about the accuracy of these secondary datasets.

To fill this gap, our aim was to assess the completeness and accuracy of administrative datasets against ground truthing in the city of Madrid (Spain). Secondly, we tested whether this completeness differed by area-level socioeconomic status and population density.

2. Materials and Methods {#sec2-ijerph-16-03538}
========================

2.1. Study Design and Sampling Approach {#sec2dot1-ijerph-16-03538}
---------------------------------------

This study was part of the European Union-funded 'Heart Healthy Hoods' project, which examined the urban environment (including the food environment) in relation to residents' cardiovascular risk in Spain \[[@B37-ijerph-16-03538]\]. We did not require any institutional review board for this study, because no human participants were involved.

Our study area was the city of Madrid, with a population of about 3.2 million in 2016. For reference, Madrid was administratively divided into 21 Districts, 128 neighborhoods, and 2412 census tracts in 2016. Census tracts (called census sections in Spain) are the smallest administrative unit for which demographic and socioeconomic data are released in Spain, and have a mean population of 1323 residents per census tract \[[@B38-ijerph-16-03538]\]. We used census tracts to define our audit areas.

Our study sample was 42 census tracts scattered around the city. The sampling of these census tracts was based on a combination of socioeconomic characteristics (educational attainment level, immigration, and age distribution) and urban form factors (residential and commercial density).

Details about this sampling strategy have been published elsewhere \[[@B39-ijerph-16-03538]\]. [Table S1](#app1-ijerph-16-03538){ref-type="app"} shows descriptive statistics for these audit areas.

We conducted this study in three phases. First, we collected data on the retail food environment (RFE) through ground truthing of 42 census tracts. Second, we collected data on the RFE using an administrative dataset that covers the entire city of Madrid (*n* = 2412 census tracts). Third, we validated the data obtained from the administrative dataset against the gold standard of ground truthing.

2.2. Ground Truthing {#sec2dot2-ijerph-16-03538}
--------------------

In phase 1, we conducted on-field visits in the 42 census tracts. To improve comparability with previous studies, we used an adapted version of the Nutrition Environment Measures Survey for Stores (NEMS-S) for the data collection \[[@B26-ijerph-16-03538],[@B40-ijerph-16-03538]\]. The NEMS-S tool has shown high inter-rater reliability, test-retest reliability, and face and criterion validity \[[@B40-ijerph-16-03538],[@B41-ijerph-16-03538]\]. Our adapted NEMS-S survey collected data (for each food outlet) on the business name, street address, hours of operation, outlet type and availability and cost of healthy foods over 11 food groups (fruits, vegetables, nuts, non-alcoholic beverages, bread, cereals and baked goods, milk, dairy products and eggs, oil and butter, rice and pasta, legumes, meat and meat products and fish) \[[@B26-ijerph-16-03538]\]. We integrated the NEMS-S audit tool into an easy and freely-accessible web-based app called Open Data Kit \[[@B42-ijerph-16-03538]\].

Based on previous studies \[[@B3-ijerph-16-03538],[@B24-ijerph-16-03538]\], we classified food outlets as described in the classification scheme of [Table 1](#ijerph-16-03538-t001){ref-type="table"}.

During May 2016, two different observers trained in administering the instrument under the supervision of the lead researcher. Between June and July 2016, the three trained observers conducted the data collection, by systematically covering all census tracts on foot, following a map in which the route along the entire census tract was previously defined. Observers examined all food outlets (outlets that were closed were re-visited on another day and time). We collected all data on weekdays, and without notifying or warning the outlet owners or employees to avoid bias.

2.3. Secondary Administrative Dataset {#sec2dot3-ijerph-16-03538}
-------------------------------------

In Phase 2, we retrieved food outlet data from an administrative database of the Madrid City Council, which covers all licensed premises citywide. To minimize any temporal mismatch between data sources, we downloaded the data for June 2016. Food outlet data (Censo de Locales y Actividades, Madrid, Spain) are collected by the Department of Statistics for statistical purposes, licensing and inspections; and are freely accessible at the Open Data website (datos.madrid.es). The dataset is updated monthly, and collects name, location (latitude and longitude, along with street address), and type for each premise. Retailer types are coded following the statistical classification of economic activities in the European Community (NACE) \[[@B36-ijerph-16-03538]\]. NACE consists of a hierarchical structure, whereby 'retail trade activities' are further subdivided into several categories (see [Table S2](#app1-ijerph-16-03538){ref-type="app"} for more details).

We developed a classification algorithm based on the economic activity codes of each outlet, and the outlet name that would classify outlets into the same categories as those shown in the classification scheme (see [Table 1](#ijerph-16-03538-t001){ref-type="table"}). We trained this algorithm after ground truthing a different set of 12 contiguous census tracts with a wide variety of outlet types. Further details on this algorithm have been published elsewhere \[[@B3-ijerph-16-03538],[@B24-ijerph-16-03538]\]. [Figure 1](#ijerph-16-03538-f001){ref-type="fig"} shows the classification algorithm.

2.4. Area-Level Socioeconomic Status and Demographic Data {#sec2dot4-ijerph-16-03538}
---------------------------------------------------------

Following previous research, we assessed if the completeness of the administrative data varied geographically by area-level socioeconomic status and population density. \[[@B8-ijerph-16-03538],[@B43-ijerph-16-03538]\]. To measure area-level socioeconomic status we computed a socioeconomic status (SES) composite index across four domains (education, occupation, living conditions and wealth) suggested for the study of the effect of structural policies on health inequalities in Spain \[[@B38-ijerph-16-03538]\]. Specifically, our SES composite index included seven indicators (low education, high education, part-time work, temporary work, manual work, unemployment and average housing prices) \[[@B44-ijerph-16-03538]\]. We operationalized the SES measure as a categorical variable using tertiles based on the SES index score distribution across all 42 census tracts: Low (T1), middle (T2), and high (T3). We computed the population density at the census tract level by dividing the number of residents over the land area of the census tract. Population data came from the 2016 municipal population registry. We operationalized this measure as a categorical variable using tertiles based on the distribution across all 42 census tracts.

Each outlet was mapped using the street address and entered into a Geographic Information System, using ArcGIS software 10.3 (ESRI, Redlands, CA, USA). We then overlaid outlet points to census tract boundaries using a spatial join.

2.5. Outlet Matching Process {#sec2dot5-ijerph-16-03538}
----------------------------

To match outlets in the administrative dataset with outlets found during ground-truthing, we employed two strategies: (1) Location matching (henceforth referred to as liberal matching), and (2) location and name matching (henceforth referred to as strict matching) \[[@B45-ijerph-16-03538],[@B46-ijerph-16-03538],[@B47-ijerph-16-03538],[@B48-ijerph-16-03538]\].

To match outlets by location, we used their exact street address (same street name and number). We then reviewed all of the unmatched outlets record-to-record to identify minor errors (e.g., if an outlet was in the same intersection, but the official address listed one street of the intersection instead of the other). [Figure S1](#app1-ijerph-16-03538){ref-type="app"} shows an example of allowable street names discrepancies. Outlets were matched by name, following previous research \[[@B45-ijerph-16-03538],[@B46-ijerph-16-03538],[@B47-ijerph-16-03538]\], even where business names had minor variations in spelling (e.g., 'Foody' and 'Foodi') or when they were very similar (e.g., 'La Plaza' and 'La Plaza de Dia'). [Table S3](#app1-ijerph-16-03538){ref-type="app"} shows all un-matched outlets due to non-allowable discrepancies in outlet names.

2.6. Statistical Analysis {#sec2dot6-ijerph-16-03538}
-------------------------

To assess the completeness of the administrative dataset, we calculated sensitivity and positive predictive values (PPV). Sensitivity is the proportion of outlets observed during ground truthing that were found in the secondary data. $$Sensitivity~Outlets = \frac{observed\ in\ ground\ truthing\ \&\ found\ in\ secondary\ data}{Total\ number\ of\ outlets\ observed\ in\ ground\ truthing}$$

PPV is the proportion of outlets found in the secondary data that were observed during ground-truthing. $$PPV = \frac{Outlets\ found\ in\ secondary\ data\ \&\ observed\ in\ ground\ truthing}{Total\ number\ of\ outlets\ found\ in\ secondary\ data}$$

We also assessed a possible systematic bias in the completeness of the administrative data according to area-level socioeconomic status and population density. We applied log-binomial regression to assess whether sensitivity and PPV varied by area-level socioeconomic status and population density. We ran two sets of log-binomial regressions for each matching strategy, where the dependent variable was whether the outlet was matched, and the total sample was: (a) For sensitivity, the total number of outlets observed in ground truthing, and (b) for PPV, the total number of outlets found in the secondary data. Area-level SES or population density were the independent variables in this regression. The equation for this model is (for sensitivity and Area-level SES):$$\begin{array}{cl}
{log(P~Matched} & \left. = 1~ \middle| ~Observed~in~ground = 1) \right. \\
 & {= \beta_{0} + \beta_{1} \times MidSES + \beta_{2} \times HighSES} \\
\end{array}$$

Where β~0~ is the probability of finding the store in the administrative dataset in low SES areas, β~1~ is the log Prevalence Ratio comparing middle SES to low SES areas, and β~2~ is the log Prevalence Ratio comparing high SES to low SES areas. We jointly tested, using a Wald test, the null hypothesis that both β~1~ and β~2~ were equal to 0, in order to assess whether there were differences in sensitivity or PPV by Area-level SES or population density. To estimate sensitivity and PPV, we computed a linear combination of coefficients (e.g., β~0~ for low SES, β~0~ + β~1~ for middle SES, etc.), then exponentiated this combination to obtain the probability. All log-binomial regression models were estimated using generalized estimating equations (GEE) with robust standard errors, accounting for potential within-census tract dependence between stores.

Finally, we assessed the accuracy of our algorithm to classify outlets by type by using percentage agreement and Cohen's Kappa statistic measures. We used Fisher's Exact tests and Clopper-Pearson 'exact' 95% confidence intervals (95% CI). We conducted all analyses using STATA/SE 15 (StataCorp, College Station, TX, USA).

3. Results {#sec3-ijerph-16-03538}
==========

3.1. Completeness {#sec3dot1-ijerph-16-03538}
-----------------

We observed a total of 106 food outlets during ground truthing, compared to 128 outlets found in the administrative data. Apart from these, the administrative dataset missed 5 of the existing food stores on the field. Using the liberal matching strategy, we matched 101 outlets by location. Out of these, 63 were matched to the same street name and number, while 38 were included after reviewing discrepancies (located in the same intersection, in the same block, or in the same square). Using the strict strategy (location and name), we matched 58 outlets. [Figure 2](#ijerph-16-03538-f002){ref-type="fig"} illustrates this data matching process.

[Table 2](#ijerph-16-03538-t002){ref-type="table"} shows the results our assessment of completeness. Regarding sensitivity, we found that 95% of the outlets observed during ground truthing could be matched by location to an outlet in the secondary dataset (Sensitivity = 0.95; 95% CI = 0.89, 0.98). With the strict matching criteria, sensitivity dropped to 0.55 (95% CI = 0.44, 0.64). Regarding PPV, we found that 79% of the outlets found in the secondary dataset could be matched by location to an outlet observed during ground truthing (PPV = 0.79; 95% CI = 0.70, 0.85). With the strict matching criteria, PPV dropped to 0.45 (95% CI = 0.37, 0.54).

[Table 3](#ijerph-16-03538-t003){ref-type="table"} shows the results in terms of the possible systematic bias by area-level socioeconomic status and population density. When applying a liberal matching strategy, we found no evidence for differences in the dataset's sensitivity, neither across socioeconomic status, nor population density, and no evidence for differences in PPV by population density. However, we found that the PPV was significantly higher in low socioeconomic areas.

When applying a strict matching strategy, we found some evidence for a systematic difference in both sensitivity and PPV by population density. We show the results of the log-binomial regression model used to derive these values in [Table S6](#app1-ijerph-16-03538){ref-type="app"}.

3.2. Accuracy {#sec3dot2-ijerph-16-03538}
-------------

[Table 4](#ijerph-16-03538-t004){ref-type="table"} shows the results regarding the accuracy of the algorithm to classify correctly the type of outlet in the administrative dataset, by outlet matching strategy. For both matching strategies, we obtained both similar percentage agreement values (71% vs. 77%). In terms of Cohen's *k* values, we obtained higher values when applying a stricter matching strategy. [Table S4](#app1-ijerph-16-03538){ref-type="app"} and [Table S5](#app1-ijerph-16-03538){ref-type="app"} show further details of the differences by outlet type, and by using both matching strategies.

4. Discussion {#sec4-ijerph-16-03538}
=============

In this study, we found that an administrative dataset was a valid tool in measuring the retail food environment in Madrid (Spain). Specifically, and using a matching strategy based upon location, we found that 95% of the outlets observed during ground truthing were found in the dataset, while 79% of the outlets found in the dataset were observed during ground-truthing. However, we found that making this matching strategy further rely on name (in addition to location) lowered these numbers drastically, down to 55% and 45% respectively. We also found that both strategies had a similar performance in classifying outlets by retailer type (*k* = 0.62 and 0.71, respectively). Last, we found that while there were some systematic biases in the completeness of the administrative dataset by socioeconomic status and population density, these tended to be lower by using the location (liberal) matching strategy.

These findings suggest that the liberal matching strategy (retrieving food outlets using their street address) works best for characterizing the retail food environment (vs. ground-truthing). In this sense, errors in specific business names may not matter to make food retail distinctions (within the same retailer types).

While this idea has been suggested by previous studies \[[@B47-ijerph-16-03538],[@B48-ijerph-16-03538]\], our study extends previous research because we examined the validity of secondary data sources in a European context and included multiple types of food outlets (e.g., specialized food retailers) \[[@B49-ijerph-16-03538],[@B50-ijerph-16-03538]\]. This is important, because previous studies have found that independent (non-chain) food outlets are more likely to be missed in commercial datasets \[[@B31-ijerph-16-03538],[@B32-ijerph-16-03538],[@B33-ijerph-16-03538],[@B51-ijerph-16-03538]\]. Thus, findings from previous validation studies are difficult to apply to European settings.

In our study, we obtained higher sensitivity and PPV values (based on the liberal matching strategy) than previous US-based research \[[@B17-ijerph-16-03538],[@B46-ijerph-16-03538]\]. Using a similar matching strategy, coined by Caspi et al. as "lenient matching strategy", the authors reported average sensitivity values of 62% (and PPV, on average, of 57%) in their validation study across three areas in Minnesota \[[@B46-ijerph-16-03538]\]. On the other hand, Liese et al. obtained sensitivity values ranging from 55% to 68% (and PPV values from 78% to 89%) in their validation study (matching stores both by address and name) across eight counties in South Carolina \[[@B17-ijerph-16-03538]\]. In Europe, validation studies have been conducted in the UK and in Denmark, limiting generalizability to other European regions \[[@B47-ijerph-16-03538],[@B51-ijerph-16-03538],[@B52-ijerph-16-03538]\]. In Denmark, Toft et al. validated an administrative database against ground truthing to identify fast-food restaurants \[[@B51-ijerph-16-03538]\]. In this study, which also retrieved businesses using the European NACE classification scheme, authors reported sensitivity values of 82% and PPV values of 92%. In the UK, Lake et al. also validated a city council dataset against ground truthing \[[@B16-ijerph-16-03538]\]. Their validity scores were lower for sensitivity (66%) and higher for PPV (92%). This variability suggests the need to examine the accuracy of secondary data on a case-by-case basis \[[@B15-ijerph-16-03538]\]. To the best of our knowledge, our study is the first offering insight from a large Southern European setting, where there has been recent interest in food environment research \[[@B3-ijerph-16-03538],[@B53-ijerph-16-03538]\].

To evaluate potential differential measurement error, previous studies also examined validity statistics by area characteristics, which could lead to confounding in the association between area-level characteristics (e.g., socioeconomic status) and food environment measures \[[@B18-ijerph-16-03538],[@B48-ijerph-16-03538]\]. In this sense, we found fewer differences between area-level socioeconomic status, population density and the proportion of outlets that were correctly matched in the secondary data by using location (liberal) matching. These findings are in line with previous research, which also reported no differences by area-level deprivation \[[@B13-ijerph-16-03538],[@B45-ijerph-16-03538],[@B48-ijerph-16-03538],[@B54-ijerph-16-03538],[@B55-ijerph-16-03538]\]. Yet, we found some evidence for a systematic bias when applying a stricter matching strategy. A potential explanation for this is the small sample size, as also suggested by Paquet et al. \[[@B13-ijerph-16-03538]\]. As noted in the introduction, assessing the accuracy of secondary data across area-level socioeconomic status or urban form is warranted to avoid systematic biases in food environment studies \[[@B8-ijerph-16-03538],[@B47-ijerph-16-03538]\].

In terms of the accuracy of our algorithm to correctly classify outlets by retailer type, we found very similar results regardless of the matching strategy. Although we obtained relatively high values, our results indicate some difficulties in correctly categorizing food outlets using the combination of the NACE code and the business name. This similarity in accuracy between both matching strategies, paired with the improved completeness of the dataset when using the location (liberal) matching strategy, along with the lower systematic bias with this strategy, suggests that using administrative datasets with location matching is the preferred strategy, at least in our setting.

When considering commercial vs. administrative data for assessing retail food access, previous research has shown the latter to be more accurate \[[@B15-ijerph-16-03538],[@B33-ijerph-16-03538]\]. Further, administrative datasets are usually freely available data sources. This is promising for researchers, but also for public health practitioners and decision-makers. Administrative datasets can serve as valuable local surveillance data for evaluating, for instance, the impact of zoning policies (e.g., restricting fast-food outlets). On the other hand, for researchers, they can allow studying changes in the retail food environment over time. Yet, acknowledging the dataset's accuracy and completeness is essential when using it by researchers to describe and measure the retail food environment.

Our study had some limitations that should be noted. First, our assessment of the retail food environment was limited to food outlets; therefore, food services (e.g., take-away) were not included. Second, it remains possible that observers missed food outlets. However, we trained observers to walk the entirety of street segments in every census tract, so it is unlikely that outlets were missed. Third, we did not measure any inter-rater agreement between observers.

Finally, our results may not be generalizable to other cities due to a variability in administrative datasets, but the validation procedure could be adopted by other regions to validate their own datasets.

Despite these limitations, our study presents several strengths. First, we classified food outlets based on their external appearance, but also on the in-store characteristics (based on the sales of specific products). Thereby, we unlikely misclassified any food outlet during ground-truthing. Second, the administrative dataset is from the same time point (June 2016) than when the data were collected in the field; therefore, we excluded errors due to food retail turnover over time. Third, we conducted a highly laborious record-to-record matching. Finally, this secondary dataset is freely available and updated monthly, which is a major strength, given that the retail food environment is highly dynamic.

5. Conclusions {#sec5-ijerph-16-03538}
==============

We examined the completeness and accuracy of a freely-available, administrative data to examine the retail food environment in a large Southern European city like Madrid. We reported high validity measures, suggesting that administrative datasets may offer a reliable data source to measure retail food access, especially when conducting location matching. We found no systematic bias, neither in relation to area-level socioeconomic status, nor to population density with this matching strategy. While there may not be a single data source to characterize food environments, the use of previously validated secondary food outlet data is recommended.
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The following are available online at <https://www.mdpi.com/1660-4601/16/19/3538/s1>, Figure S1: Example of allowable discrepancies in street names discrepancies, Table S1: Descriptive statistics of the 42 census tracts included in the street audits (Madrid, 2016), Table S2: Statistical Classification of Economic Activities in the European Community (NACE) codes and definitions and corresponding codes and definitions in the National Classification of Economic Activities (CNAE) in Spain, Table S3: List of un-matched food outlets (*n* = 24) due to discrepancies in food outlet name, Table S4: Contingency table of food outlets, by outlet type and using a liberal matching strategy (*n* = 101), Table S5: Contingency table of food outlets, by outlet type and using a strict matching strategy (*n* = 58). Table S6: Results of the log-binomial regression from where the results of [Table 3](#ijerph-16-03538-t003){ref-type="table"} are derived.
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![Classification algorithm used to classify food outlets based on a declared code of economic activity and outlet name. We used name recognition to differentiate supermarkets from small grocers, with a list of 60 supermarket names that we obtained from the Yellow Pages^®^ \[[@B3-ijerph-16-03538]\].](ijerph-16-03538-g001){#ijerph-16-03538-f001}
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ijerph-16-03538-t001_Table 1

###### 

Classification of food outlets.

  Food Outlet Category                                                                                     Characteristics
  -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  *Unspecialized food outlets, including outlets primarily engaged in retailing a general line of foods*   
  Supermarkets                                                                                             Full-line, self-service food outlets that allow the supply of a wide variety of products of daily consumption, food and non-food, without the intermediation of a person employed to serve the buyers (unless requested). This category includes both large chain, small and discount supermarkets.
  Small grocers                                                                                            Neighborhood stores, self-service outlets selling a variety of products and which are neither a specialized food store, a convenience store, nor a supermarket.
  Convenience food stores                                                                                  Outlets with a diversified product offering including food, drinks, snacks, or magazines. They usually open more than 18 hours a day, have two or fewer cash registers, and are often associated (in Spain) with gas stations.
  *Specialized food outlets, including outlets primarily engaged in retailing specialized lines of food*   
  Fruit & Vegetables stores                                                                                Specialized food outlet with retail sale of fresh, prepared or preserved fruits and vegetables.
  Butcheries                                                                                               Specialized food outlet with retail sale of fresh, frozen, or cured meat and meat products, including poultry and the retail sale of dairy products and eggs
  Fishmongers                                                                                              Specialized food outlet with retail sale of fresh, frozen, or cured fish and other seafood products
  Bakeries                                                                                                 Specialized food outlet with retail sale of bread, cakes, flour confectionery and sugar confectionery
  Other specialized food stores                                                                            Specialized food outlet that does not fit into any other category (e.g., gourmet food stores)

ijerph-16-03538-t002_Table 2

###### 

Completeness of the administrative dataset by outlet matching strategy.

  Measure                     Liberal Matching (*n* = 101)   Strict Matching (*n* = 58)          
  --------------------------- ------------------------------ ---------------------------- ------ ----------------
  Sensitivity                 0.95                           \[0.89, 0.98\]               0.55   \[0.44, 0.64\]
  Positive Predictive Value   0.79                           \[0.70, 0.85\]               0.45   \[0.37, 0.54\]

^1^ Est., Validity Statistic Estimate. ^2^ CI, Confidence Interval.

ijerph-16-03538-t003_Table 3

###### 

Assessment of the systematic bias of the administrative data according to area-level socioeconomic status and population density.

  -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  Area-Level Characteristic   Liberal Matching (*n* = 101)   Strict Matching (*n* = 58)                         
  --------------------------- ------------------------------ ---------------------------- --------------------- ---------------------
  Socioeconomic status                                                                                          

  Low                         0.93 \[0.86, 0.99\]            0.92 \[0.83, 1.00\]          0.44 \[0.26, 0.63\]   0.44 \[0.25, 0.63\]

  Middle                      0.98 \[0.90, 1.00\]            0.63 \[0.49, 0.77\]          0.69 \[0.40, 0.98\]   0.69 \[0.40, 0.98\]

  High                        0.98 \[0.91, 1.00\]            0.70 \[0.62, 0.78\]          0.78 \[0.57, 0.99\]   0.78 \[0.57, 0.99\]

                              *p* = 0.64 ^3^                 *p* = 0.04 ^3^               *p* = 0.09 ^3^        *p* = 0.09 ^3^

  Population density\                                                                                           
  (10^3^ residents/km^2^)                                                                                       

  Low                         0.97 \[0.92, 1.00\]            0.79 \[0.70, 0.88\]          0.71 \[0.56, 0.86\]   0.71 \[0.56, 0.86\]

  Middle                      0.91 \[0.83, 0.99\]            0.78 \[0.61, 0.95\]          0.35 \[0.24, 0.49\]   0.37 \[0.24, 0.49\]

  High                        0.95 \[0.89, 1.00\]            0.78 \[0.64, 0.92\]          0.51 \[0.33, 0.69\]   0.51 \[0.33, 0.69\]

                              *p* = 0.41 ^3^                 *p* = 0.99 ^3^               *p* = 0.008 ^3^       *p* = 0.008 ^3^
  -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

^1^ Sens., Sensitivity; ^2^ PPV, Positive Predictive Value. ^3^ *p*-values test the null hypothesis that sensitivity or PPV are the same in areas of low, middle and high socioeconomic status (SES) or population density.
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###### 

Accuracy of the algorithm to classify correctly the type of outlet in the administrative dataset, by outlet matching strategy.

  Measure             Liberal Matching (*n* = 101)   Strict Matching (*n* = 58)          
  ------------------- ------------------------------ ---------------------------- ------ ----------------
  Percent Agreement   0.71                           \[0.62, 0.80\]               0.77   \[0.66, 0.88\]
  Cohen's Kappa       0.62                           \[0.57, 0.66\]               0.71   \[0.56, 0.85\]

^1^ Est., Validity Statistic Estimate; ^2^ CI, Confidence Interval.
